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Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula: Cures Many Mathematical Ills
By Paul J. Nahin. Princeton (Princeton University Press). 2006. ISBN 0-691-11822-1. xx + 381 pp. $29.95
Over the last few years, the electrical engineer Paul Nahin has published several semipopular books on mathemat-
ical subjects. His earlier work An Imaginary Tale, a history of imaginary numbers, was warmly recommended to me
by a friend who is a chemist. So it appears that Nahin’s books are reaching a certain group of readers. The book under
review is a sequel to An Imaginary Tale, but unlike its predecessor, while it does have historical content, it cannot be
described as a book on the history of mathematics. Nahin tells us in fact that it includes much of the material that
would not fit into the earlier book. More ominously, the acknowledgments at the end of the book reveal that “much of
the material in this book first served as lecture notes and homework problems in my third-year systems engineering
classes” (p. 375).
At first glance, the book appears to be a hodge-podge (or, more positively, a “potpourri”) of different topics, loosely
held together by involving imaginary numbers in some way, especially through Euler’s formula eiπ + 1 = 0. The first
few chapters deal, for example, with De Moivre’s theorem, summation of a series by Ramanujan, the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, unique factorization in imaginary number fields, and cat-and-mouse pursuits. From about the middle of the
book, however, the treatment focuses more tightly on Fourier theory. There are chapters on Fourier series and Fourier
transforms, followed by a chapter on applications of Fourier theory to electrical engineering. Here the connection
with Euler is his formula eix = cosx + i sinx, which makes the treatment of Fourier series much simpler and makes
possible the derivation of the Fourier transform. The book concludes with a 20-page biography of Euler.
One might wonder who it is that Nahin is writing for. Clearly, a book filled with explicit evaluations of definite
integrals cannot be “popular.” Nahin argues that it ought to be: “Shouldn’t being ignorant of what is taught each year
to a million college freshman and sophomores (math, at the level of this book) worldwide, the vast majority of whom
are not math majors, be reason for at least a little concern?” (p. xiv). Well, I can’t disagree with this, but I wonder
how many of those freshmen and sophomores have actually learned calculus well enough to follow Nahin’s book, or
would have the tenacity to read through it. I suspect that more people will buy the book than will read it.
One obstacle to a prospective reader is that Nahin’s treatment, despite his flippant style, is often ponderous. For ex-
ample, he begins with a proof of De Moivre’s theorem, using 2×2 matrices and the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, which
occupies about 10 pages, full of explicit and lengthy algebra, although the theorem can be proved by mathematical
induction in about 3 lines. Nahin has a fondness for writing down all the details of elementary calculations, especially
elementary evaluations of integrals, which occupy page after page of the book. I am sure that Nahin’s electrical engi-
neering students appreciated having all these calculations written out explicitly, but the general reader is likely to find
them tedious. Those who can do the integrals themselves will not need to see them worked out over and over again,
while readers who can’t do them will hardly make it far into the book.
On the other hand, Nahin often skips over the more significant conceptual points. For example, his proof of the
irrationality of π2 in Chapter 3 (an expansion of a proof given in lectures by C.L. Siegel) uses a certain pair of
polynomials A(x) and B(x). An essential point of the proof is that the coefficients of these polynomials are integers.
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Nahin leaves it to the reader to verify this point, though it is much less obvious than the elementary changes of
variables in integrals that he has just been doing at length.
Of course, a proof of the irrationality of π2 must be completely rigorous or it is of no interest at all. However,
much of the book studies the kind of mathematics commonly used by engineers, who, traditionally, are careless about
questions involving “mathematical rigor.” Indeed, Nahin quotes the physicist Paul Dirac to the effect that his early
training as an engineer made it possible for him to achieve more than he would have been able to do had he been
restricted to the rigorous mathematics of the “pure” mathematician (pp. 191–192). Yet Nahin often seems to have a
guilty conscience about his manipulations. At the same time, he doesn’t always see clearly what the real issue is. For
example, in his Section 1.3, in which he works out a (not too difficult) infinite sum due to Ramanujan, he worries
whether it is correct to use the Taylor series for the natural logarithm,







with imaginary values of the argument z. Nahin does not appear to recognize the real difficulties in his derivation,
which are, first, that the imaginary logarithm is multiple-valued, and consequently the standard laws of logarithms
cannot generally be applied without special assumptions on the arguments; and, second, that the imaginary value he
plugs into the Taylor series is z = eix (with x real), which has absolute value 1, and hence lies on the boundary of the
disk of convergence. After obtaining the value of the integral, Nahin remarks (p. 30): “We must impose a constraint
on this result, however; it is valid only in the interval −π < x < π , which keeps the argument of the log function
nonnegative.” But nowhere in his derivation has he indicated where he needed or was relying on this hypothesis.
To reassure the reader who may have had doubts about the logical validity of his derivation, Nahin computes the
approximate value of Ramanujan’s series numerically, and compares its graph with the graph of the formula he has
derived. “The two plots are virtually identical—an overlay of one plot on the other reveals no discrepancy visual to
the eye. This illustration isn’t a proof, of course, but only the most rigid purist would remain unconvinced!” (p. 31).
So presumably anyone who thinks that the convergence of the series ought to be verified is therefore a “most rigid
purist.”
Of course, no one expects an engineer writing on mathematics to be concerned about mathematical rigor. And the
reader who picks up this book is not likely to be looking for rigorous proofs of theorems—they are easily available
elsewhere. But Nahin does not seem to be clear about what the point of mathematical rigor really is. André Weil wrote
that rigor “does not consist in proving everything, but in maintaining a sharp distinction between what is assumed and
what is proved, and in endeavoring to assume as little as possible at every stage” [Weil, 1979, 119]. With respect to an
elementary treatment of Fourier theory, it seems to me that the most important issue is conceptual clarity, rather than
rigorous proof.






where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. Astonishing indeed, since, as Nahin observes, the integral clearly diverges. His
explanation: “The only way we can make any sense out of it, at all, is to interpret the right-hand side of the [equation]
(the integral) as just a collection of printed squiggles that denote the same concept that the printed squiggles (the
impulse) on the left do. Any time we encounter the right-hand squiggles, we’ll just replace them with a δ” (p. 195).
But if the ostensible integral is nothing but a (very cumbersome) way of writing the delta function, then Nahin’s
statement is no longer astonishing in the least—it has degenerated into a very prosaic tautology. The conceptual
explanation, which Nahin avoids, is that the Fourier transform is initially defined for absolutely integrable functions;
for them, the integral defining the transform clearly converges. In order to apply the theory to “functions” such as the
delta function, however, it is necessary to generalize the definition. This is commonly done, for example, in the theory
of Schwartz distributions. More precisely, one needs what are called “tempered” distributions—roughly, those that do
not grow too rapidly at infinity. In that theory, every tempered distribution has a Fourier transform, which is itself a
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tempered distribution. But in this context, the original definition of the Fourier transform in terms of an integral no
longer applies. It is necessary to come up with a completely new definition.
So Nahin’s “astonishing” formula is just the statement that the delta function is the inverse Fourier transform
of the constant function 1. This could all be explained at the level of Nahin’s book, but he chooses not to do so. In
consequence, his chapter on Fourier transforms becomes, to a great extent, a sequence of empty formal manipulations.
Perhaps the most egregious of these is his attempt to compute the Fourier transform of the absolute value function.
Nahin’s result, which involves a delta function multiplied by an integral which diverges to +∞, is truly bizarre.1
I did, however, particularly enjoy Nahin’s final chapter on the applications of Fourier transforms to electronics,
perhaps because it provides some relief from the incessant computation of elementary integrals. Here Nahin is ex-
pounding a subject that he thoroughly understands, and he does so by means of simple conceptual diagrams. No
detailed electronics is involved. Nahin shows by means of several examples how the Fourier transform can be used as
a tool for designing systems such as speech scramblers.2
Readers of this journal will have a particular interest in Nahin’s asides on the history of mathematics. Compared
to An Imaginary Tale, there is much less discussion of history in the present book; however, history does appear
from time to time. The concluding essay on Euler, though admittedly based on secondary sources, is a competent
survey of Euler’s life and career. But Nahin has not always read his sources carefully. One of these, Ronald Calinger’s
“Leonhard Euler: The Swiss years,” contains the following passage: “Leonhard’s first mathematical textbook was
the 1553 edition of Christoph Rudolff’s Coss, that is, the study of algebra and arithmetic. In a brief autobiography
prepared in 1767, Euler remembered diligently studying the complete book of 434 problems” [Calinger, 1983, 76–
77]. In Nahin’s book, this has become, “he had faithfully worked through all 434 problems” (p. 326). Actually, Euler
says only that “I occupied myself industriously for some years”3 with Rudolff’s book [Fellmann, 1995, 11]. This is,
of course, the kind of error that gets picked up and repeated again and again by other writers who don’t check the
original source.4
In the chapter on Fourier series, Nahin repeats the story of the vibrating string controversy between Euler, d’Alem-
bert, and Daniel Bernoulli. Nahin seems not to have consulted Clifford Truesdell’s definitive treatment of this
controversy in his book-length introduction to Volumes 10 and 11 of Series 2 of Euler’s Opera Omnia [Truesdell,
1960]. According to Nahin (p. 117), Daniel Bernoulli was the “most right” among the trio involved in the contro-
versy. Nahin’s basis for making this judgment seems to be Daniel Bernoulli’s claim—rejected by Euler—that every
solution of the wave equation could be expressed as a superposition of sinusoidal waves. But Bernoulli never gave a
justification for this claim, except by a crude argument involving the counting of constants.
Besides these potted summaries, Nahin has also done some original investigation. In his Section 4.4, he tracks
down biographical information about Henry Wilbraham, the original discoverer of the “Gibbs phenomenon.” Nahin
also mentions Albert Einstein’s anticipation of the Wiener–Khinchin theorem in Fourier transforms (p. 225), and, in
Section 5.7, G.H. Hardy’s evaluation of an integral that arose in optical theory. But for the most part, if historians of
mathematics read Dr. Euler’s Fabulous Formula looking for careful historical analysis, they will be disappointed.
Nahin clearly loves mathematics and has the desire to share this love with his readers. For example, he describes the
question of the irrationality of π as a “spiritual” issue (p. 94) and quotes E.C. Titchmarsh as saying, “It can be of no
practical use to know that π is irrational, but if we can know it would surely be intolerable not to know” (p. 94). In this
spirit, I think that the mathematical community can welcome the appearance of books such as this. If the prospective
reader skips the dull parts and the elementary computations, there is much in the book to enjoy.
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